
2024 GWM Ute Cannon-X NPW

$42,490 Drive Away

Category: New
Kilometres: 17 kms
Colour: Pearl White
Transmission: Sports Automatic
Body: Ute
Drive Type: 4X4
Fuel Type: Diesel
Engine: 2.0 Litres
Reg Plate: Unregistered
Cylinders: 4 cylinders
Stock #: W624980
VIN: LGWDCF191RJ624980 

Dealer: Orange Motor Group
Address: 8-14 Gateway Crescent, Orange NSW 2800
Phone: 02 6362 7169

Dealer Comments

"Introducing the powerhouse of utility and adventure: the 2024 GWM Ute NPW Cannon-X. Prepare to conquer the



road with unparalleled strength, versatility, and cutting-edge technology.

Built for those who demand more from their vehicles, the GWM Ute NPW Cannon-X combines rugged durability
with refined design. Whether you're tackling tough terrain or cruising through city streets, this Ute commands
attention with its bold presence and sleek lines.

Under the hood, the Cannon-X boasts a formidable engine that delivers exhilarating performance and unmatched
towing capacity. From hauling heavy loads to traversing off-road trails, this Ute is ready for any challenge you
throw its way.

Step inside the spacious and luxurious cabin of the Cannon-X and experience comfort and convenience like never
before. Premium materials and intelligent design create an inviting atmosphere for both driver and passengers,
while advanced features keep you connected and entertained on every journey.

But the Cannon-X isn't just about brawn—it's also packed with innovative technology to enhance your driving
experience. From advanced safety systems to intuitive infotainment options, every aspect of this Ute is designed to
keep you in control and entertained on the road.

Don't settle for ordinary. Elevate your driving experience with the 2024 GWM Ute NPW Cannon-X. Visit your
nearest us today and discover the perfect blend of power, performance, and style."

* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.
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